
Your thermostat is not just a reliable way to 
control your radiant heating system—it’s another 
opportunity to add a personal touch to your 
home’s decor! That’s why WarmlyYours is offering 
our line of radiant heating thermostats with 
gorgeous Austrian crystals securely adhered to the 
thermostat’s faceplate.

This partnership is the first of its kind in the radiant 
heating industry. With the addition of these 
stunning crystals, these thermostats represent 
a perfect blend of luxury, the comfort of radiant 
heating, and the energy efficiency of modern floor 
heating thermostats.

There are 5 different patterns available (Comet Argent Light, Golden Shadow, Moonlight, Crystal Infinity White, and 
Crystal Infinity Black) for our two most popular radiant heating thermostats (the nSpire Touch and the nSpire Touch 
WiFi). Don’t miss out on this opportunity to make your radiant heating system truly shine!

The Thermostats
The nSpire Touch and nSpire Touch WiFi are our most popular thermostat models for controlling electric floor heating or hardwired radiant 
panels. Both models are available with the same crystal patterns and share a similar design aesthetic from the manufacturer.  Additionally, 
they’re both operated with an intuitive 3.5” color touchscreen, are programmable, and come with an included floor sensor.

nSpire Touch:  
This programmable thermostat is our most popular model and is a great, 
economical option and with 6 programmable events for each day of the week, it’s 
great for “Goldilocks households” where there will be frequent adjustments to the 
temperature or schedule until it’s “just right.”

nSpire Touch WiFi:  
This model shares essentially all of the features of the nSpire Touch with the 
addition of being WiFi-enabled. This allows for remote control of your heating 
system with your smartphone via a free app and in-display weather information. 
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The Crystal Patterns 
We worked to find the best possible crystal patterns to compliment our thermostats. We offer both full coverage 
patterns and opposing corner patterns and the crystals are securely adhered to the thermostat faceplates by our 
expert craftsmen. 

Comet Argent Light:  
This is a full coverage pattern which features a subtle 
yet alluring design pattern with both black and silver 
undertones. This pattern pairs particularly well with fixtures 
that have chrome, polished nickel, or polished stainless steel 
hardware.

Golden Shadow:  
This is a full coverage pattern which comes with several 
different gold shades which creates a breathtaking depth of 
color and reflection when exposed to light. This pattern pairs 
particularly well with fixtures that have bronze (oil-rubbed or 
satin), brass (polished or satin), or copper hardware.
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Moonlight:  
This is a full coverage pattern which has a rich, textured 
appearance that provides an almost ethereal level of 
reflectivity when exposed to ambient light. This pattern pairs 
particularly well with fixtures that have brushed nickel or 
brushed stainless steel hardware.

Crystal Infinity (Black):  
This is an opposing corners pattern with different-sized crystals 
set against the thermostat’s black faceplate. This pattern pairs 
particularly well with fixtures that have matte black or oil-
rubbed bronze hardware.

Crystal Infinity (White):  
Like the preceding option, this is an opposing corners pattern 
with different-sized crystals set against the thermostat’s white 
faceplate. This pattern pairs particularly well with fixtures that 
have chrome, nickel (polished or brushed), or stainless steel 
(polished or brushed) hardware.
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Pricing Information and Available Models 

nSpire Touch Models: 

nSpire Touch WiFi Models:

$385.00 

Comet Argent Light
UDG4-4999-SC-FB-CA

$480.00 

Comet Argent Light
UWG4-4999-SC-FB-CA

$385.00 

Golden Shadow
UDG4-4999-SC-FB-GS

$480.00 

Golden Shadow
UWG4-4999-SC-FB-GS

$385.00 

Moonlight
UDG4-4999-SC-FB-ML

$480.00 

Moonlight
UWG4-4999-SC-FB-ML

$350.00 

Crystal Infinity (White)
UDG4-4999-SC-MT-CI

$450.00 

Crystal Infinity (White)
UWG4-4999-SC-MT-CI

$350.00 

Crystal Infinity (Black)
UDG4-4999-SC-MT-CI-B

$450.00 

Crystal Infinity (Black)
UWG4-4999-SC-MT-CI-B
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